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Box 1:

Computing and Accounting Machines, work sheets, sample sheets and sampling plan (3 folders)
Scientific Instruments, work sheet and sampling plan (2 folders)
Number and percentage of questionnaire returns, newspaper clippings, 1962, printed costs, 1962, and questionnaire tabulations summary (4 folders)
University Counties, material on universities granting Ph.D.’s and industries found in these counties (4 folders)
Committee on the Role of Universities in Regional Economic Growth, Progress Reports and Research Plans, 1962-
Memoranda on purpose of the committee, meeting agendas, outline of project plans, reports of progress and problems encountered
Committee on the Role of Universities in Regional Economic Growth, Project Correspondence, 1961-63
Correspondence of the Committee, especially James G. Coke, secretary, and John C. Thompson, research director and consultant, concerning the work of the committee, its staff, financial matters, research problems and communications received from the University Provost and others relating to industrial development and regional planning in general.
Committee on the Role of Universities in Regional Economic Growth, Reports and Recommendations, 1962-63
Correspondence relating to and partial drafts of the final report, the final report of the committee (February 6, 1963), notes on and statistical compilation of the questionnaire sent out by the committee.
Committee on the Role of Universities in Regional Economic Growth, Correspondence on Industry, Research, Universities, 1962-63
Correspondence to the committee from the University Provost and others and copies of correspondence received by others all relating to industrial development, research facilities and projects, university participation and regional economic growth.
Committee on the Role of Universities in Regional Economic Growth, Reports, Photocopies and Clippings, 1961-63
Material received by the committee relating to the general areas of industrial development and location and research.
Industrial Location and Space Age Industries, November 1961
Summaries of committee discussions on industrial location with reference to the State of Illinois and "space age industries".

Box 2:

Questionnaires, completed questionnaires sent out in August 1962 to 5 growth industries (radio and television apparatus, telephone and telegraph apparatus, scientific and research instruments,
computing and accounting machines, and pharmaceutical preparations). Also included are copies of the cover letter and returned and incomplete questionnaires with explanations. Industry-University Relationships, statistical compilation of the questionnaire returns. Follow-up Correspondence, 1962-
A few replies to post cards sent out inquiring if the recipient had completed the questionnaire yet. Statistical and historical data on growth industries and industrial rankings (4 folders), 1954-62. Pharmaceutical Preparations, work sheets, sample sheets and the sampling plan for this industry (4 folders)

Box 3:
Brochures, maps and promotional literature received from industrial development commissions, chambers of commerce and institutional promotional offices describing advantages and facilities for location of industry in various states and municipalities: Alabama - Iowa

Box 4:
Brochures, maps and promotional literature received from industrial development commissions, chambers of commerce and institutional promotional offices describing advantages and facilities for location of industry in various states and municipalities: Kansas - New Jersey

Box 5:
Brochures, maps and promotional literature received from industrial development commissions, chambers of commerce and institutional promotional offices describing advantages and facilities for location of industry in various states and municipalities: New Mexico - Rhode Island

Box 6:
Brochures, maps and promotional literature received from industrial development commissions, chambers of commerce and institutional promotional offices describing advantages and facilities for location of industry in various states and municipalities: South Carolina - Wisconsin